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Images of previous flooding 
events in the Hutt Valley



How do people behave in evacuations?



How do people actually behave 
in evacuations? 



• Little research about message 
communication in disaster events. 

• Poor communication can lead to 
potential injury or loss of life. 

• The role of authority in evacuation is 
not well understood. 

The Role of Information in Evacuations



Shadow Evacuation: The Three Mile Island Incident, 
Pennsylvania, USA, 1979

Zeigler, Brunn and 
Johnson (1981)

10 Miles:
Shelter in place

5 Miles:
Pregnant women 
and pre-school 
children to evacuate

Perfect compliance with the 
evacuation advice would 
have resulted in 2500 
evacuations  (Flynn, 1979)

15 Miles:
No instruction



What actually happened....

Zeigler, Brunn and 
Johnson (1981)

An estimated 144, 000 
people within a 15 miles 
of the power station 
actually evacuated. 

15 Miles:

The voluntary evacuation 
of people from outside the 
evacuation zone is called 
Shadow Evacuation

58 x times the 
expected amount



Method

• Survey:
• News video provided audio 

and visual information to 
convey the flood scenario

• Asked participants about their 
likelihood of evacuation

• Show the evacuation video 
• Again, asked participants 

about evacuation likelihood 
and trust in the information

• Gather information about 
general evacuation 
behaviours, e.g. travel mode, 
destination etc.

Survey presented by Computer-
Aided Personal Interviewing 
(CAPI)



The Flood Scenario



Study Design and 
Hypothesis

Presenter’s Level of Medium Authority 

Evacuation Order 
Script 

Low Authority 
(Control, text 

only)

Medium 
Authority 

(Presenter, no 
title)

High Authority 
(Presenter, with 

title)

General 
Lowest 

Compliance

Specific Highest 
Compliance



Evacuation Order



Evacuation Order

As at 12.30pm, Civil Defence is instructing 
residents of several areas of the Hutt Valley to 
evacuate immediately. This map shows the 
general areas where residents are being 
instructed to evacuate from. Please only take a 
small bag of essential supplies including clothes 
and medicines and proceed out of the 
evacuation zone to Civil Defence sites to the 
north of the city. Civil Defence, Police, Fire and 
Council staff will manage the evacuation and 
manage all operations to set up emergency 
flood protection, and we ask that you comply 
with all directions of emergency personnel. We 
will be issuing further instructions at 1.30pm. If 
you would like further information, call info line 
at 0800 FLOOD INFO.

Above is the general order. For the specific order, the highlighted text was 
replaced with “those marked in the blue zone only are being asked to evacuate. 
Those residents outside this area are being asked to stay where they are and 
not leave the area. You are not at risk and we need to keep non-essential 
vehicles off the roads”



The Evacuation Zone

The Evacuation Zone (N = 50)

Outside            
(N = 136)



Correct Identification of Zone

92%

71%

8%

26%
3.5x



Likelihood of Evacuation -
Before the Evacuation Order

8%

12%

80%9%

26%

65%



Likelihood of Evacuation -
After the Evacuation Order

14%

9%

77%80%

9%

11%

(+71)

(-17)

(-54)

(+6)

(-3)

(-3)



Rates of Evacuation in Real Events: 
Comparison with International Literature

• The proportions of evacuation observed in this study fall within the 
parameters found in actual evacuations. 

• This shows that people’s intentions to act, are very similar to what has been 
observed during real events. 

Level of Risk Percentage of 
Evacuees during a 
Hurricane in the US

Baker (1991)

Percentage of evacuees in 
this study

Low risk zone
(Shadow evacuees) 20-50% 37%

High risk zone
(Actual evacuees) 80-95% 80%



Expected Time to Evacuate

77% ready within 20 mins.

92% ready within 30 mins.



Reasons for not Evacuating



Evacuation Destination



Travel Mode



Who would you evacuate with?



What Information would you Ignore?



Expected and Preferred Sources of 
Evacuation Information



Effects of Authority and Message Script

• No significant effects of:
• Presenter authority 
• Evacuation order script

• Why? 

• High levels of compliance, therefore it is more difficult 

to detect differences
• The scenario was sufficiently serious that the decision 

to evacuate was simple.

• Or, these variables don’t actually have a large effect
• No significant effects of presenter characteristics :

• Competence
• Perceived leadership ability 
• Attractiveness

• Why?

• The legitimacy of the role of the message presenter 

increases compliance, not the legitimacy of the message 
presenter themselves (Michener and Burt, 1975).

?

?

?



Effect of Authority and Message Script
on Perceptions of Information

•The evacuation order was judged more reliable, trustworthy, clear and authoritative 
when it was delivered by the presenter, than by using text alone

•Title had more authority than no title across most measures (although not significant). 

Level of Authority

Control
Low authority

(No Title)

High 

Authority

(With Title)

Evacuation order  characteristic M M M Sig.

Message believable 7.6 8.0 8.3

Message reliable 7.5 8.1 8.4 *

Trustworthy (R) 3.4 1.9 1.6 ***

Clarity (R) 2.7 1.7 1.7 **

Authoritative message source 6.1 7.4 7.5 *

Sufficient information 6.6 7.0 7.7

Detail (R) 3.4 3.0 2.6



Why did Shadow Evacuees Leave?

•Participants outside the zone who correctly identified themselves as outside the zone.

•Elevated levels of concern compared with other people outside the zone who did not 
evacuate. 

Decision to evacuate 

Non- evacuees
Shadow 

Evacuees

Item M M Sig.

Potentially life threatening situation? 2.0 4.0 *

Brown water in your house up to your ankles? 2.1 4.0 *

Your street will be too flooded to drive down? 3.1 4.8 *

Traffic will affect my ability to evacuate 3.5 5.9 **

Flood-blocked affect my ability to evacuate 4.2 6.5 **



Conclusions

•Shadow evacuation was found to be the result of incorrect self-inclusion into 
the evacuation zone and inflated perceptions of risk. 

•Two key considerations are suggested:

•(1) accurately convey who is to evacuate, and 

•(2) manage people’s understanding of who is actually at risk. 

•These findings indicate that evacuation orders need to convey the area to be 
evacuated in a specific and simple manner to avoid confusion, and also to 
emphasise the safety or lack of threat to those outside the zone. 

•Information is viewed as more trustworthy and reliable when it is delivered by 
someone with a high authority role, however the specific characteristics of the 
presenter were not considered important.   



Photos

Houston Evacuation before Hurricane 
Rita
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